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Abstract : Some ciilonmeinc slmJics are carried oul on polycpysiallmc specimens of cobalt 
and nickel garneis in order lo deierminc iheir magnetic properties using the concepts of the 
molecular field theory' It is shown that the magnetic properties of the cobalt garnet can be 
dctenTiincd applying the molecular field theory while on the contrary for the nickel garnet, 
which has the same magnetic stnicliirc as the cobalt garnet, the molecular field theory is not 
applicable
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1 . Introduction
Belov el al \ ], 2| invcsiigcilcd ihc magnetic susccplibilily of polycrysialline garnets in 
which ihc ocmhcdral sublatiiccs consist, only, ol or Ni ions. Auihors showed that in 
these garnets, at 4.2 K, appears an aniilcrromagnctic ordering due to the Co '^' -  Co^“" and 
-  Ni^  ^ internal exchange interactions.
Neutron diffraciion studies on NaCa2Co2VyOi2 (CoVG) and NaCa2Ni2V30)2 
(NiVG) garnets 13, 4| showed that their magnetic structure is identical and consists of two 
cubic ferromagnetic sublatiiccs placed antifcrromagnciically one inside the other. Authors 
have determined the spin of the ion, ai 4.2 K, to be .s = 0.8 which is less than s = 3/2 
for the free ion.
Slurgc ei at [S] have studied the EPR ol m Y3GasO)2 monocrysial. They 
showed that, since the spin-orbilal splilling paraihcicr A is approximately equal to 200 cm  ^
only the lower Kramers doublet, then, may be occupied. Accordingly, to get an inlormation 
about the magnetic propcriics of CoVG one can use the spin hamiitonian with effective 
spin .V = 1/2, namely,
// = -  //urrr-'
=  -  2
i > J
( 1)
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where //^fi is ihc exchange field in the absence of an external magnetic field, ^ is the 
splitting factor, is the Bohr magneton, .v is the effective spin, and is the exchange 
integral.
Neglecting the hyperfinc interaction, the spin hamiltonian for the singlet state of 
ions lying far away from the higher levels can be wnitcn in the form,
+ (2)
The first term of cq. (2) represents the spliiiing of the levels in an external magnetic field, 
while the second term represcnis the spliiiing of the principal state in the absence of liie 
field.
In NiVCi if a trigonal delormation of the octahedral site takes place along the /-axis, 
in the absence of the external magnetic field and at 4.2 K, the hamiltonian can be written as,
+ 1 )J (3)
where the coefficient D represents the splitting of the level m ihc trigonal field. The value 
of D was measured for NiVG, at 4,2 K, to be 6.79 cm * |6|, while it is equal lo 6 cm  ^
using the EPR technique [5j.
In the present work, we have carried out some calorimetric studies on polycrystallinc 
specimens of CoVG and NiVG to get some informations about the anliferromagnctic 
Q-ansitions and exchange interactions in these garnets. '
2 . Experim ental
The investigated stx'cimens arc prepared by the usual ceramic technology [71 in the shape of 
tablets each o( diameter 10 mm and heighi 3 mm. The density of the tablet is determined to 
be 3.6 gm/cni
The specific heat is measured m the lempcraiure range 2-18 K by the method given 
by Belov ci al 18). The tcmperaltire is measured by a thermometer of the Allen-Bradley type 
and is determined by the Clement-OtiincII formula [9], i.c.
1
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+ C log R + B (4)log R
where A, B and C arc constants which can bc-determined by calibrating the thermometer 
using liquid hydrogen and liquid helium.
For measuring Ihc specific heal m an external magnetic field, a superconducting 
solenoid is used which gives a magnetic field of 45 KOe.
3 . R esu lts
Figures la and 2a represent the temperature dependence of the specific heats of the cobalt 
and nickel garnets in the range 2-18 K in the absence of the magnetic field. The A-anornaly 
of the specific heats which reflects the antilerromagnciic ordering of Co and Ni in the B-
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sublaiticc helps us to find the Nccl temperatures 7^ which arc given in Table 1
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Table 1. Oiffercnl paramcKTs used m ihe prcseni study.
Specmien In K s
1
a K" a Q / JyK
CoVr. 6 42 0-55 27±3 31 1+0s 5 ^17.5 -2 94 -l.Hl
NiVG 7.W 1.0 6113 2S+0 1 -11 0 ~1 27 -0 6
Ki|>urc 1. (a) 'llic* icm|x:rauirc dependence ol ihc specific heal of NaCa2Ct>2y 3 0 ,2  garnci (points) 
and us laiutc part (dashts) (b) l>’c cmropy icinpc.rauiic dcpcndaicc ol NaraiCojVjOiz.
Al low icmpcraiurcs ihc garnets under investigation are considered as magnetic 
insulators, so we can write (or the specific heat the relation,
0  — "b Cniagnctic ^m itlcar
Hooover Ihc value ot hie nuclear specific heal a . 7' = 2 K cepnesems only 3% of Ihe
whole specific heal of ihc eamel and if can he ncgleclcd ,n Ihc tcmperalnre range 2- IS K. In
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this region of temperature, the following relation can be applied
C a . .,,3
S ' ? * " '
where R is the universal gas constant.
h
(6)
Figure 2. (a) The ic mpcraiurc dcpcniJcncc of the specific heal of NaCa2Ni2V30j2 garnet (poinis)
and ils laincc part (dashes), (b) 'Hie cniropy temperature dependence of NaCa2Ni2V30j2 garnet
CT^The values ol a and h can be ohiained Irom a graphical representation between 
and 7'\ 'I’hese values arc given in Table 1.
The first term of eq. (6) gives the magnetic part of the specific heat at T »  
while the second gives the sublaiticc pari.
Figures lb and 2b show the icmpcraiurc dependence of the magnetic entropy of the 
garnets under study. The deiermination of the entropy and the internal energy is carried out 
using the simple rclalions.
A
2R
f  _L
J l R  / <n (7)
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IR dT
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(8)
Here, ihc limiLs have been chosen in such a way ihai = 0 and T = O and : ^  = 0
r *-l\ 2/?= oo.
at
The extrapolation to I -O K  is done by considering that C^ag is proportional to 7'^  
which results from the theory ol spin w a v e s  ai i  «  7 ,^.
The change in spccilic heat at 7 > IX K is deduted by the temperature si]uarc law.
HKO*
Figure 3. (a) Tcmpcralure dependence of the iipcciric heal of NaCa2COjV30j2 garnet in ciucrnal
mognclic field : • II = 0.5, 10, 20 KOc, Oil = 30 KOe, ▲ II = 40  KOe, □  It = KOc. (b) 
Magnetic phase diagram of NaCa2Co2V30] 2 garnet
Figure 3a shows the relation between the icmpcraiurc and the specific heat of the 
NaCa2Co2V30[2 garnet m the ab.sencc of a magnetic field and m fields of values 20,30,40
and 45 KOe.
II is shown from Figure 3a thai Lhc icmpcraiurc dependence of the specific heal at 
// = 5, 10, and 20 KOe is lhc same as ihal found al II = 0. Al II = 30 KOe and more, the 
maximum value of the specific heal decreases and is shifted towards the region of low 
icmpcralurcs. Accordingly, the dislurbancc of the aniifcrromagnetic ordering occurs at 
critical fields of values //„![ = 30 KOe at = 6.3±0.05 K, = 40 KOe at Tf  ^ = 
6.110,05 K, and //(r,i = 45 KOc al 7yv = 6.0±0.05 K. In different magnetic fields, the 
specific hear versus temperature curves at temperatures lower than 5.2 K, arc found to be the 
same.
However, when using the molecular field theory the g-factor and the paramagnetic 
Curie icmpcraiurc must be determined. The Curie tcmpcralurc.s Gp arc obtained from the 
magnetic susceptibility measurements and the g factors arc determined using the effective 
magnetic moments and the related spin values according to the relation,
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^s{s  + 1 )
(9)
4 . Discussion and conclusions
Applying the molecular field theory the integrals of the exchange interaction for the nearest 
and next nearest neighbours can be obtained. Smart 1101 explained that, in case of 
antiferromagneiic ordering, the Neel temperature I and the Curie icmpcraiufc Gp are related 
to the values of the exchange integrals by the simple relalions, »
V V = “ 1) [2]‘/l ~ ( 10)
Op =  ^  a(a + 1) |z , . /i  2 j . ( 11)
Our values tor J , and .A of CoVG determined using these relations arc in agreement 
with those reported in literature |6).
According to Abragam and Bleancy 111); al high temperatures (T »  7yv), the 
magnetic part of the specific heat due to the exchange interactions, can be written in the 
form
J>»
CT^i.e, the value is constant for both s|x:eimens under investigation.
Using the Heisenberg hamiltonian and considering only the isotropic part of the 
interaction with the nearest and the next nearest neighbours, one can write
OcKch _ J 4 .s'l.v "t- 1 f  r 2 ,2 "I
2R ~ 2 ' + (13)
where and zi are the numbers ol the nearest and the next nearest neighbours respectively.
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Subsliluling the values of./, and (given in Table 1) in cc). (13). we find
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2R = a = 33K^
which is in agreement with the experimental results (Table 1).
In order to make a correlation between the molecular field theory and the experiment 
for CoVG, the magnetic phase diagram must be determined. This can be done by 
considering the energy levels of the specimen at T < in an external magnetic field Hq 
using the magnetic structure given in Figure 4.
Fimirc 4. The mat^ncuc slmclurc of NaCjj2Co2V3 0 j2 ami NaCa2Ni2V3 0 j2 gurnets.
For one atom the inlcrnal magncLic cnci i;y is i^ iven by
-  2 .V, < v >  (zi7oi cos 2 0 + a, //„ cos 0 (14)
Neglecting anisotropy the sublalticcs arc invcricci in the field of minimum value then rotate 
at an angle 0 with increasing the field.
According to the molecular field theory, the interaction of the /-th spin with others can be 
replaced by the interaction with the average spin <a^ .
For 2 N atoms we have,
E -  -  IN  s, <s> (8 ./i cos 20 + 6 - 2NyUn a', //„ cos 0 (15)
Simplifying this equation and expressing <a> in lerms of the saturation magnetisation of 
the specimen at a given icmperaiurc V, we get
M, (7 ) = 2 Ng it,, <s>. (16)
For the value of the critical fields which disturb the antirerromagnetism, we have
(H)
Bearing in mind that the constant of molecular field is given by,
2 r,y,
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yi = 2N
then
(7  ^ = - 2 y. M, (7) (18)
The temperature dependence of the saturation magnetisation can be cepressed by the 
usual relation
M (T) = M (0) B //,ff)
k j
where fi(jc) is the Brillouin function and according to Figure 4, has the expression
//eff = A7 (- 7i + yi)- \
\
The values of the critical fields obtained in this manner are plotted against 
temperature in Figure 3b (full. line). For all values of // and 7 lying under the curve, the 
specimen exists in the antifcrromagneiic stale, while it exists m the paramagnetic state in 
the area over the curve. The experimental points arc also given in the same Figure. These 
points arc obtained by measuring the specific heat of the CoVO at T = 4.2 K and = 
120 KOc. The good agreement between the determined dependence of //cni on T and its 
experimental dependence indicates that, at /'<  7 /v, the magnetic properties of CoVG can be 
determined applying the molcculiu  ^field theory.
For nickel garnet, the situation is more difficult. In fact, if in eq. (13) the values of 
the exchange integrals obtained from relations (10) and ( 11) are substituted, we find for 
Ni VG that
c r
2R =
which IS much less than the experimental value
In our mind, the strange behaviour of the specific heal of the nickel garnet may be attributed 
to the fact that the splitting of the principal energy level of Ni^* in the crystal field of the
garnet takes place at the value ^  = 8.7 K which is comparable with the splitting of the
levels due to the exchange field at 0 K (7^ = 7.9 K). this situation leads to two important 
facts. First is that the levels in the exchange field arc not equidistant and thus cqs. (10) and
(11) can not be applied for the nickel gurnet.
It is seen from Figure 2b that the entropy, at 7/v, is approximately equal to 0.65 (for 
i  = 1/2). This indicates that, at 7/v, two levels, only, arc occupied. Accordingly, the Curie- 
Weiss law for s = I at temperatures T > 7 /v, is not applicable. The second fact is that, at 
high temperatures T »  Tf^ , when the splitting due to the exchange field is small, all the
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magneiism can be dcicrminccl by ihc iransiuons between the levels separated by an interval
T  = 8.7 K. k
Abragam and Blcaney [111 gave lor the specific heat the relation,
In ease, if <W> = 0, ihcn for s = 1 the hamilioman can be wriiien in ihc form,
flo = D (20)
where + 1 , -  1, 0 ... i.e. m trigonal hcltl we have a system of two energy levels in 
which Sz = 0 for the lower level, and the upfx-r level is doubley split where .V;, = ± 1.
From (29) we can find that ihe lower level is characteri/cd by the value <U^ i^> = "
while the upper level by the value <1V2"> =
t^ n^ be assumed thai ihe probabiliiy ol both levels to be occupied is the
same, then
9 ' 2 • 9 ‘
In this way, taking D = 6 cm ' we find
C t  
IR
Accordingly, the specific heat of the nickel garnet at / '»  'I\, consists of two parts : one is 
due to the transitions between levels in the crystal field i.c. a specific heat of the Schottky
type. This gives about 30% of the cxpcrinicnial value = 61 K^. The other part is due
to the exchange interactions = 40 K '.J.i\
Substituting these valuics m cq. (13) we can obuun one relation to get the exchange 
integrals for the NiVG.
In very strong fields, Ilcni ~ and T = 4.2 K, the saturation magnetic
moment of the nickel garnet is M, = .3.9 / mole which is approximately, m agreement
with the value Mj (0) = 2 N g fj^ i = 4 / mole. The experimental value of Mj leads to the
fact that at 4.2 K, the lower level is only occupied. Accordingly, we can substitute the 
value of the average spin <.v> in cq. (13) then use cq. (17) to get the exchange integrals of 
the NiVG.
By solving cqs. (13) and (17) and subsliluiing the values (-^)c,ch = 40 K^, Wem
(4.2 K) = 294 KOc, (4.2 K) = 21.7 x 10  ^ crg/gauss-molc, and  ^= 1 we can gel for the 
nickel gamci
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^  = -  1 . 2 7 and = ~{).bK.
k k
This gives an informalion ihal the antifcrromagnclic phase transition in NaCa2Co2V3 0 i2 
and NaCo2Ni2V30 i2 can not be treated using the same theoretical model. This is attributed 
to the difference in behaviour of the octahedral ions of both garnets (either Co^* or Ni^*) 
with the crystal field.
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